Building knowledge and understanding

What happens in the brain when a student grasps a new idea for the very first time—and what does this mean for teaching?
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Executive summary

- **Being aware of students’ prior knowledge is important** for a teacher because this is the foundation on which the students’ new knowledge will build.

- Teachers help students think meaningfully about new ideas by **encouraging students to make connections with their prior knowledge**. This is particularly important for children, whose neural circuitry for this connection-making process is still developing. Differences in learning and development will result in diverse individual differences within any class.

- The brain is multisensory. **Clear, concise instruction using all the senses** aids communication and understanding of new knowledge, encouraging students to make links between different representations.

- Our **mirror neuron system** helps us read each other’s minds. **Gestures and faces communicate knowledge and emotions, both consciously and unconsciously**, supporting the teacher’s transmission of concepts, confidence, and enthusiasm.

Building student knowledge requires two-way communication between teacher and student

Effective teaching and learning can be considered to involve:

- **engagement** of the learner’s attention
- **teacher-guided building** of knowledge and understanding
- **consolidation** of learning through application, practice, and reflection.

Helping students grasp new concepts requires a two-way flow of information, including clear communication by the teacher of concepts, but also communication by the student of what they are beginning to know or know already (through their questions, answers, homework, classwork, etc.). This prior knowledge is the foundation on which any future learning will be built.

**New knowledge builds on prior knowledge**

To have meaningful thought processes about new ideas, students must build upon whatever prior knowledge they already possess. To ensure a student’s readiness to learn new material, effective teachers gain an awareness of their students’ prior knowledge through various means. They note their students’ responses to questions in class and reflect on the questions their students ask themselves, as well as on students’ responses to classroom tests and homework, and many other types of formative assessment. However, a teacher’s role here goes beyond just ensuring the student has the required prior knowledge before progressing to the next stage.

Figure 1 shows two key regions in the brain for knowledge construction. These are the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), which helps to detect the fit of incoming knowledge with what is already known and to retrieve this prior knowledge, and the lateral PFC for the processes of connecting new incoming knowledge with this prior knowledge[1].
In schoolchildren, these regions (and particularly lateral PFC) are known to be relatively immature\cite{2}, which seems to disadvantage them in using prior knowledge even when they possess it\cite{3}. Therefore, it is important that children are prompted to reactivate appropriate prior knowledge (e.g., revision question and answer) before new information is presented and then encouraged to make connections between the new information and their existing knowledge. A connection between a new concept and what has been taught before may seem obvious to an adult teacher, but perhaps not to a child whose frontal cortex is still developing.

Clear, concise instruction and multisensory experience

Effective teachers communicate clearly and concisely, with little unnecessary information. Our ability to maintain information in our attention is limited, and distracting or irrelevant information can disrupt our efforts to process learning content. For example, visual distraction tends to interfere with connectivity of brain networks guiding memory retrieval, reducing our ability to recall previously learnt visual information\cite{4}.

However, the additional information provided by multisensory experience can be helpful. Scientists have begun to understand that the brain is organized in a more multisensory way than previously imagined\cite{5}. Consideration of how to use the different senses when communicating is important here. Careful use of modalities (e.g., auditory and visual) can support learning by encouraging students to link different representations of a concept\cite{6}. Rather than just using multiple senses as much as possible, the potential of multisensory experience relies on students connecting between these different forms.

The importance of this linking also applies to using concrete and abstract representations in the classroom (see, for example, Figure 2). When a teacher introduces a concept to children using a concrete example, the children find it easier to reason about the concept—but only in respect of this physical example. They can find it difficult to move beyond the particular concrete example provided. However, when a concept gets introduced in an abstract way (say, using symbols or drawings), children first find it more difficult to grasp. This is because the children must link their own concrete experience to the abstract representation to make sense of it. However, once grasped, this abstract representation travels in a way that the concrete example does not. Being shown a concept using an abstract representation like a diagram helps the learner transfer the new knowledge to new contexts. Teachers are now recommended to use a “concreteness fading” approach in which the teacher moves gradually from the concrete to the abstract, supporting the students in making links between these different representations\cite{7}.
Unthoughtful attempts to present information in a multisensory way can easily go wrong. Reading text and listening to speech might be thought of as essentially visual and auditory forms of communication, but reading employs much of the circuitry we use for understanding speech. This means that presenting verbal explanations alongside a lot of text (e.g., on a PowerPoint slide) is similar to asking the learner to process two explanations simultaneously—making it difficult to understand either.

Embodiment and movement

Throughout evolution, transforming incoming sensory information into action has been a fundamental organizing principle for the brain. This helps us understand why acting out ideas helps us understand and learn them. In a recent study, for example, students’ understanding of angular momentum increased (with consequently higher test scores) when they were encouraged to physically explore the idea with the help of bicycle wheels. Brain imaging showed their improved performance could be explained by additional activation of sensorimotor brain regions when students were acting out their reasoning about angular momentum.

We also communicate with our bodies (i.e., our gestures and facial expressions)—although often without realizing it. We activate particular brain regions when we make a gesture but, surprisingly perhaps, this activates some of the same regions in the brain of anyone who observes us. This so-called mirror neuron system is thought to help learning through imitation and may also help transmit attitudes and emotional responses. Observing an emotion in someone else (e.g., through their expression) activates brain mechanisms involved with experiencing similar emotions.

Therefore, the unconscious workings of our brains can help explain how easily negative emotions, such as anxiety about mathematics, can be transmitted from teacher to student, and how positive teacher attitudes can become linked to higher student achievement (see, for example, Ref. [16]). More positively, the mirror neuron system may also unconsciously help the teacher transmit concepts, confidence, and enthusiasm.
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